Continental Congress 2009
The People Assemble to Restore Constitutional Order Before Liberty is Lost

Our Republic faces a
grave Constitutional crisis:
•

Economic catastrophe as a direct result of the
privately-owned Federal Reserve and a debtbased fiat dollar, conjured without limit

•

Unconstitutional bailouts of private corporations
using public tax monies, e.g., AIG, TARP, etc.

•

Unconstitutionally enforced direct,
un-apportioned taxes on the labor of Americans

•

Endless Middle-East military conflicts without
any required congressional Declaration of War

•

Deprivations of privacy Rights and an emerging
unlawful police state via the “War on Terrorism”

•

A president who refuses to produce legal
evidence establishing his status as a “natural
born” Citizen as required by the Constitution

•

Deprivations of the Rights to a People’s Militia
and to Keep and Bear Arms

•

The violations are escalating without end:
the NAU, uncontrolled borders, electronic voting
machine fraud, illegal immigration, etc.

•

And the most grievous injury: A servant
government that refuses to be held accountable
– in any way - by failing to respond, at all, to the
People’s repeated First Amendment Petitions
for Redress of constitutional Grievances.
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The day we arise to hold
the Government
accountable has arrived!
Historical People’s Summit Called
Later this year, selected delegates representing
the People of each of the fifty states will
convene as a national assembly to debate our
constitutional crisis and establish practical
strategies all the People can take to peacefully
restore Constitutional Order and reclaim Liberty.
These historical proceedings will be known as
the “Continental Congress 2009,” or CC2009.
Taking a page from our Founders, the Delegates
will convene for a period of several weeks to
begin the virtuous task of organizing to resist
tyranny and to impose, once again, the yoke of
Law upon our uncontrolled federal Government.
The People Possess Fundamental Rights
Most Americans Know Nothing About!
The good news is that we have a plan to fight
back. The very good news is that under our Law,
the People possess long-forgotten Rights to
directly exercise Popular Sovereignty and hold
the government accountable — all without the
Judiciary, and without resorting to arms. Learn
about CC2009 and our plan to reclaim Liberty:

www.GiveMeLiberty.org.

